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Objectives

Results

Intensive Behavioural Intervention (IBI) is the
treatment of choice for young children with
autism spectrum disorders, however outcomes
are variable. This variability may be due to
child, family, and treatment factors. Research
has focused on treatment quantity with little attention given to quality, in part because
it is difficult to measure. The York Measure of
Quality of IBI (YMQI) is the only systematic
measure used to define and evaluate the quality of IBI, based on video segments of children
engaged in IBI. It has been shown to have good
inter-rater reliability and validity but results
from a recent study indicated that it may not
measure a unitary construct and perhaps should
be broken down into different dimensions. We
previously examined three rationally derived
sub-scores of the YMQI (technical skill, generalization, and managing problem behaviour) and
showed that treatment quality remained consistently good over one year of treatment, but that
generalization could be improved.

By examining the factors we will be able to
determine whether the YMQI measures different aspects of quality and which of those
aspects show drift, improvement, or stability
over one year of IBI.

Methods
As part of a larger study of IBI, monthly videos of 39 children were coded using the YMQI.
A multilevel factor analysis of this data will
allow us to determine the factor scores. Then, a
MANOVA will be used in order to examine the
level and trend of the different factors of the
YMQI, using three time points per child, over
one year in treatment (i.e., every four months).
We will compare these results to the previous
rationally derived scores.
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Conclusions
This study is important because the quality of
IBI is very rarely examined, and has not been
looked at across time in a treatment program.
This research will help measure the quality of treatment more precisely, inform future
research, and have implications for IBI training
and supervision.
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Objectives
Studies in developed countries have shown
that people with developmental disabilities
(DD) have poorer health, increased morbidity,
and earlier mortality yet are poorly supported
by health care systems. Health care provider
compassion and empathy have been associated with improved clinical outcomes although
these characteristics decline as students move
through their training. The Michael G DeGroote
School of Medicine’s Niagara Regional Campus,
Brock University School of Nursing, Southern
Network of Specialized Care (SNSC) and
Bethesda have developed an initiative whereby
health care students have interactive experiences with people with DD to foster compassionate,
person-centered care. Our study advances the
concept of involving people with DD as teachers by soliciting their perceptions of health care
experiences and advice to enhance the curriculum of caring for health care professionals. The
goal of this study is to increase the capacity of
health care professionals to provide competent
and compassionate care.

Methods
This qualitative research involves eight focus
groups of four participants (n = 32). Participants,
from Niagara, Brant, Hamilton, & Haldimand
Norfolk, will be provided a questionnaire
in advance to assist with their preparation.
Participants may bring communication aids/care
providers to assist with communication. Groups
will be facilitated by two health care students

and a SNSC Health Care Facilitator. Participant
responses to questions about health care experiences will be audio recorded. Participants may
submit additional responses using the questionnaire. Focus group transcripts and questionnaires will be analyzed for emerging themes
related to medical experiences and advice for
practitioners. Investigators will translate this
information into achievable recommendations
to faculty for curriculum development.

Results
Focus groups are ongoing. Initial analysis from
a recent pilot focus group, involving 7 participants, provided several dominant themes.
Individuals appreciate efforts by health care
professionals to: communicate directly with
them; provide information about the process
and equipment used for procedures; inquire
about anxieties related to medical procedures/
equipment; modify approaches and techniques
to meet unique emotional and physical characteristics of the individual.

Conclusions
Education of health care professionals is an
essential component of addressing health
care inequity with this vulnerable population.
Effective health care curriculum must address
the need for compassion and empathy in addition to knowledge and skill acquisition. This
research will provide valuable patient centred
recommendations to guide the enhancement of
a Curriculum of Caring for People with DD.
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Objectives

Results

Communication barriers combined with complex needs can be challenging for healthcare
providers and those in need of care. McMaster
University, Michael G. DeGroote School of
Medicine, Niagara Regional Campus developed,
evaluated and advanced a Curriculum of Caring
for People with Developmental Disabilities
(DD), providing medical and nursing students
with three experiential learning opportunities. As a 2013/14 AMS Phoenix Project, people
affected by DD are being raised up as educators
of future and current healthcare providers, contributing to curriculum enhancement and participating in video-based resources.

Learner evaluations of the program, self-report of
comfort and competence with the population as
well as clinical preceptor observation have been
reviewed and used to refine the program. People
with DD and relevant care provider involvement is being incorporated into evaluation and
planning. Brock University, Center for Applied
Disabilities Studies and McMaster University
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural
Neurosciences are participating in further curriculum development and qualitative research.

Methods
There are three components of educational intervention for healthcare learners and providers:
(1) early exposure with an introduction to DD
and opportunity to hear from patients and caregivers via video, (2) clinical skills primer with
communication adaptations, and (3) clinical
application resources enhanced by video.
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Conclusions
The purpose of the Curriculum of Caring is to
generate healthcare providers who are more
capable (comfortable, confident, competent) in
providing compassionate, person/ family centred, inter-professional care to people generally considered harder to serve. This recently
enhanced curriculum complements other initiatives in Ontario and across Canada aimed at
promoting excellence in healthcare for all. As an
AMS Phoenix Project, the Curriculum of Caring
for people with DD has expanded the network
of participants as well as potential recipients.
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Objectives
The objective was to qualitatively explore personal support workers’ perceptions of a community-based adapted physical exercise (APEX)
program designed for adults with autism and
an intellectual disability (ASD-ID). The completion of this study expanded and complemented our previous work that quantified physical changes among participants as a result of
engagement in the APEX program.

Methods
Eleven adults with ASD-ID (mean age = 35.5
years; range = 20–61 years; 2 females) attended a 12-week community-based APEX program
focused on the development of motor skills
through engagement in whole body circuit
training, as well as sports and games. Each
participant had an IQ score below 70, with the
lowest IQ score being 20. The perceptions of
the APEX program held by the support workers (n = 10) of these participants were systematically documented (through audio-recorded,
semi-structured interviews following program completion. Verbatim transcripts were
analyzed using an inductive approach where
common features between meaning units were
identified using constant comparisons.

Results
Two broad categories were established: (1) program structure, and (2) participant benefits.
Subcategories in “program structure” included
ensuring consistency and providing resources. Support workers identified the importance
of ensuring a consistent program structure

through the order and type of activities provided, and the consistent presence of volunteers.
Support workers also noted the ability of the
program to provide resources that are often
unavailable. The “participant benefits” category
included three subcategories: facilitating social
interactions, building confidence, and providing unique and novel opportunities. Support
workers identified social interactions that were
associated with both participant-volunteer and
participant-participant relations. The increase
in the participants’ confidence was evidenced
through examples such as the participants’
increased willingness to enter the program
space independently, and the participants’ recognition of their ability to complete increasingly difficult tasks. In addition, the APEX program offered the participants an opportunity
to learn new skills, which included standard
exercises, as well as bike riding, skipping, and
popular games, such as Ping-Pong.

Conclusions
The results of this study suggested that the
benefits of the APEX program designed for
adults with ASD-ID extended beyond physical measurements, and included the ability to
provide an opportunity for social interactions,
an increase in confidence, and the development of novel skills. Such benefits derived by
the participants are thought to be reflective of
the appropriateness of the program structure,
which was made feasible through the use of
university resources (i.e., undergraduate student volunteers, facilities). This exemplifies the
importance of community-university partnerships in providing beneficial opportunities to
individuals with disabilities.
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Objectives

Results

The objective was to develop a self-efficacy questionnaire that is suitable for adults with autism
spectrum disorder and an intellectual disability
(ASD-ID) and to explore the appropriate protocol for its administration. Since self-efficacy
influences activity choice, the ability to measure
self-efficacy among individuals with ASD-ID
may provide explanations for activity patterns
and provide an avenue for positive change in
home- and community-based participation.

The developmental process resulted in a self-efficacy questionnaire consisting of 17 items. Of
these, five were control questions that ensured
the participant understood the meaning of
“yes” and “no.” The remaining 12 items measure
self-efficacy toward sports and games, social
skills, and employment or volunteerism. Five
of the 11 participants consistently answered the
control questions correctly on all five occasions.
Of these five participants, two responded using
the five-point Likert scale correctly. However,
one of these participants responded “yes” to
all questionnaire items, while appropriately
responding “5 – I can do always.” The second
participant responded using the full range of
possible response options. The answers provided by this participant when using the fivepoint Likert scale corresponded appropriately
to answers provided when using responses of
“yes,” “maybe,” and “no.”

Methods
The development of the self-efficacy questionnaire included four stages: (1) a review of
relevant literature, (2) the gathering of expert
opinion, (3) the implementation of control
questions, and (4) the application of Picture
Exchange Communication System (PECS) to
depict the items and the response options on
the questionnaire. Following its development,
the self-efficacy questionnaire was administered on five separate occasions to 11 adults
diagnosed with ASD-ID (mean age = 35.5 years;
range = 20–61 years; 2 females; IQ score range:
20–70), in a stepwise fashion. Participants were
first required to correctly answer control questions that identified their ability to understand
“yes” and “no,” then moved to using three
response options of “yes,” “maybe,” and “no,”
and finally used a five-point Likert scale (1 – “I
can not do” to 5 – “I can do always”). Use of the
five-point Likert scale was considered successful if responses appropriately corresponded to
answers provided when using three response
options (i.e., “yes” corresponded to 4 – “I can do
often” and 5 – “I can do always”).
volume 20 number 3

Conclusions
This study offers insight on the use of control
questions and PECS to implement a questionnaire using a stepwise approach among adults
with ASD-ID. Currently, there is a lack of
research, as well as instruments, regarding the
self-efficacy of special populations. Therefore,
this study should be viewed as a foundation for
future work that challenges researchers to seek
out unique and creative ways to understand
self-efficacy among adults with ASD-ID.
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Objectives

Results

While children with developmental disabilities (DD) can be physically present in inclusive
community settings, this does not necessarily
result in meaningful engagement with others.
There is a lack of research about the extent to
which children with more severe DD are fully
included in these settings. This study focuses
on observers’ ratings of children’s play and
overall social inclusion in community settings.
The study has two purposes: (1) to describe the
social and play interactions of children; and
(2) to examine social inclusion in relation to
child characteristics and contextual variables.

Approximately 75% of children were rated as
understanding the activity that they participated in and two thirds were rated as behaving similarly to other children. Of the eight
types of play recorded, the most common were:
Engaged solely with adult(s), Proximity to
other children and Joint engagement. Overall,
most children were rated as somewhat to very
included, but one quarter of the sample had a
low social inclusion rating. Adaptive Age from
the SIB-R, Social Age from the Vineland-II and
Mental Age were moderately to strongly correlated with social inclusion scores (.52,.54,.39,
respectively). However, level of social inclusion
was not correlated with maladaptive behaviour
from the SIB-R (.16) or child’s age (-.04).

Methods
This study uses a subset of data from the Social
Inclusion study of Great Outcomes for Kids
Impacted by Severe Developmental Disabilities
(GO4KIDDS), and includes 27 children with
DD aged 6 to 17 years (63% boys), about half
of whom also had autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). The children were observed while participating in community activities (e.g., soccer,
after-school programs). Trained observers, who
had previously conducted formal behaviour
observations and interviewed teachers and
community leaders, completed a summary form
rating the child’s play, social interactions, and
overall social inclusion (rated on a 5-point scale).
Standardized child assessment data were also
available for most children. Scores were taken
from the Scales of Independent BehaviourRevised (SIB-R) Short Form, Vineland Adaptive
Behaviour Scales-Second Edition (Vineland-II)
and the Stanford-Binet Fifth Edition (SB-5) or
the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL).

Conclusions
This study informs on the social inclusion of
children with DD in different community activities and what factors may foster or hinder social
inclusion. The results show that maladaptive
behaviour did not affect the overall social inclusion rating of the child, suggesting that children
with such challenges can still be effectively
included in community activities. In addition,
many children in this sample spent significant
time with adults. This implies that it may be beneficial to provide additional training and support for community leaders so that they could be
even more effective at facilitating optimum social
inclusion and participation of all children.
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Objectives

Results

The Queen’s Family Health Team (QFHT) is
leading a quality improvement initiative to
implement comprehensive health exams for
patients with developmental disabilities (DD).
The initiative seeks to implement evidence
from the Canadian Consensus Guidelines on the
Primary Care of Adults with DD, which recommends a comprehensive health exam for all
adults with DD. The initiative is being implemented using a staged approach. This study
collected data during the exploration phase and
aims to assess staff readiness to engage in the
improvement initiative; determine staff knowledge, comfort level and attitudes towards providing care for patients with DD.

In terms of staff comfort and readiness to
change, approximately half of respondents
in both surveys, indicated they were in the
contemplation stage, meaning they are thinking about changing the way care is provided
to patients with DD. In terms of knowledge,
staff had fair to adequate knowledge regarding providing care to this population. In terms
of comfort levels, on average, respondents felt
comfortable discussing the patient’s disability
with the patient or caregiver and felt skilled in
adapting their communication and approach to
a person with DD. However, respondents were
neutral towards how they felt regarding their
level of knowledge about care issues, familiarity with community resources and availability
of proper resources to make accommodations,
suggesting increased efforts are needed in
these areas.

Methods
During the exploration phase, two surveys
were given to staff. Survey A assessed staff
readiness for change, staff comfort levels, skills
and attitudes towards patients with DD. A second exploration survey (B) was subsequently administered providing a more refined,
site-specific assessment of staff knowledge
and comfort towards providing care for this
population. Survey A was completed by 78
respondents and survey B was completed by 23
respondents; majority of respondents from both
surveys were physicians. Other respondents
included nurses, allied health professionals,
management and administrative staff.
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Conclusions
Primary care providers play an important role
in promoting health for people with DD. By
understanding the attitudes, comfort levels and
knowledge of health care providers towards
patients with DD, and the barriers that impede
their ability to implement changes in care, we
can attempt to better support the needs of primary care providers in addressing the health
care needs of individuals with DD.
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Objectives
The social inclusion of children with developmental disabilities (DD) is challenging to define
and measure. A typical definition of social
inclusion is the person being present and accepted during an activity with peers. However, it is
possible that a child can be physically present
at an activity without actively participating
or interacting with others. The current study
explores the experiences of social inclusion of
an 8-year-old boy with DD and autism spectrum disorder (ASD), through an in-depth case
study describing multiple data sources.

Methods
Data were collected as part of the Social
Inclusion Project within the Great Outcomes
for Kids Impacted by Severe Developmental
Disabilities (GO4KIDDS) Canadian project,
which involved 27 children aged 6.7 to 17.5
years old with DD. We interviewed parents
(n = 21), teachers and educational assistants
(n = 46) and community leaders (n = 33), as
well as the child with DD when applicable.
Observations at school and in the community
were used to complement the interviews. The
individual selected for this study is an 8-yearold boy diagnosed with ASD and DD, whom
we will call Jordan. Jordan was functioning at
about a 3.25 year level on the Stanford-Binet
and his language was at a 3.80 year level.
Adaptively he scored at a 3.5 year level and his

maladaptive behaviour was not significant. We
observed Jordan twice with his integrated class
at school (during free time on the playground
and an indoor recess) and while he was participating in a community activity (integrated day
camp). In these settings, we also interviewed
an Early Childhood Educator assistant, a camp
counselor, a special education teacher and an
educational assistant. We also interviewed
Jordan’s parents.

Results
Interestingly, there were more positive comments about Jordan’s social inclusion in
the school setting than in the community.
Additionally, ratings from the impartial observers when in the school environment were more
positive than ratings when observing in the
community setting.

Conclusions
Social inclusion is important for all children,
including those with DD. The present study
demonstrates that the social inclusion of a
child varies greatly across situations, lending
strength to the idea that it is environmental factors (rather than child factors) that affect inclusion. In the future, we can manipulate these
factors to design environments to ensure the
successful inclusion of all students.
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Objectives

Results

Recently there has been a call for developmental researchers to explore the positive aspects
of parenting a child with a developmental disability (DD). A family stress model was previously developed, however, in keeping with the
trends at the time, it focused solely on negative
outcomes. The model has since been revised
to determine the predictors of both positive
and negative outcomes. In the current study,
we explore the positive and negative impacts
of parenting a child with DD. We examine the
relationships between stressors, resources, supports and outcomes by using the revised dual
outcome model.

Preliminary analyses (based on n = 409)
demonstrated that predictors generally show
stronger relationships with Caregiver Burden
than with Positive Gain. Regression analyses indicate 50% of the variance in Burden is
accounted for, with the following variables
showing significant coefficients: child’s age,
adaptive level, maladaptive behaviour, parent’s
mental health, and social support. For Positive
Gain, only 12% of the variance was predicted
and the only significant predictors were: maladaptive behaviour, parent’s mental health, and
social support. These analyses will be recalculated with a larger sample, including French
participants, making it more representative of
the Canadian population.

Methods
Data are based on the Basic Survey from the
larger Great Outcomes for Kids Impacted by
Severe Developmental Disabilities (GO4KIDDS)
Canadian project. This online survey collected
information about the health, wellbeing, and
social inclusion of children with severe DD and
their families (n = 459). Outcomes of parenting
a child with DD were determined using the
Positive Gain Scale (α = .84) and the Caregiver
Burden Scale (α = .92). Stressors examined were:
child age, adaptive skills (6 items; α = .84), maladaptive behaviour, diagnosis, and mental
health difficulty (the latter two single-item parent report). Resources included: SES, marital status, and parent’s mental health (6 items; α = .90).
Support was operationalized using a measure
of social support/participation of the family,
constructed for the study (6 items; α = .78).
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Conclusions
If the analyses are consistent with the conclusions of the preliminary analyses, our research
supports the fact that we understand more
about the predictors of negative outcomes than
positive outcomes. As such, this merits further
exploration that will allow clinical interventions to target factors associated with positive
outcomes of parenting a child with DD.
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Objectives
Although, most of the current literature examines parents’ negative experiences of raising
a child with a developmental disability (DD),
the past decade has seen an increase in interest on positive aspects. Parenting experiences,
both positive and negative, have mostly been
examined with respect to child characteristics,
such as diagnosis, adaptive or maladaptive
behaviour, and IQ, though other potentially
important factors such as child’s gender and
culture have not been studied. The purpose
of the current study is to use an Exploratory
Mixed Methods design to examine parent
reports of common strengths and weaknesses
of their child with a disability. This study will
explore two main research questions: (1) What
strengths and weaknesses do parents report?;
and (2) Are parents’ reports of their child’s
strengths and weaknesses different based on
the (1) family’s cultural group, (2) child’s diagnosis, and (3) child’s gender.

Methods
A secondary analysis will be done on a subset of data from the Great Outcomes for Kids
Impacted by Severe Developmental Disabilities
(GO4KIDDS) survey. This survey taps into various child, family and systemic variables related to health, wellbeing, social inclusion and
quality of life of children with DD and their
families. As part of this survey, parents were
asked about their child’s greatest strengths and
greatest challenges or problems. From the larg-

er dataset, a subset of 141 parents will be used
for this study. An exploratory mixed method
design will be used to analyze the content of
parents’ responses to the two questions. First,
individual parent responses will be coded for
reoccurring major themes. Then each participant will be coded for presence/absence of each
of these themes. Following this, patterns of
themes reported by parents will be described
and compared quantitatively, in terms of percentage, and chi-square analyses, based on
family’s culture, child’s gender and diagnosis.

Results
Based on parent report of child characteristics,
there were 100 male and 41 female children in
this sample, with age ranging from 3–19 years
(M = 10.58, SD = 3.5). Out of these children, 57
were diagnosed with DD and 84 with autism
spectrum disorders/autism. In addition, 105
parents were born in Canada and 36 were
immigrants from various different cultures
such as Western European, Eastern European,
Latin American, South Asian, African and
Middle Eastern, and East Asian.

Conclusions
This is an exploratory study and the results of
this study will help us in understanding parent’s perceptions about their children, including children’s strengths, and how these may
differ based on the gender and diagnosis as
well as the family’s cultural background.
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Objectives
Advocates Against Abuse (AAA) is abuse prevention training that is taught by people with
disabilities for people with disabilities. The
project is a partnership between Community
Living Essex County, Community Living
Windsor, Community Living Chatham-Kent,
Christian Horizons and Vita Community
Living Services. The goal of AAA is to arm
people with skills to keep themselves safe in a
way that is truly consistent with the values of
the developmental services sector and doesn’t
undermine the voices and credibility of the
people it is intended to assist. The evaluation
of the project sought to answer two questions:
“Did people who were taught by Trainers who
had an intellectual disability using an accessible language curriculum learn the material?” and “What other things did the people
involved in the project as Participants, Trainers
and Helpers get from the experience?”

Methods
Trainers were people who had an intellectual
disability trained to teach using an accessible
curriculum. Helpers were agency employees
who were trained in achieving a background
role to the Trainers. Class participants were
people who had an intellectual disability who
attended the class. Four abuse prevention
classes were held with the same Trainers and
Helper. At the end of each class the Trainers
asked the class six questions concerning key
points of the curriculum. Answers were documented by one of the researchers to assess
the participants’ knowledge from the training
session. Furthermore, a series of focus groups;
one for Trainers, one for Helpers, and two for
class participants were conducted. A qualitative
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approach was used to achieve richer results and
avoid formal testing which historically has been
intimidating to many of the people involved.

Results
Class participants learned the key elements
of the curriculum and identified that having
a Trainer who had a disability enriched their
experience. They identified that forums to provide this kind of feedback were rare and should
occur more often. Trainers and Helpers identified a shift of power which occurred within
their relationship. Trainers identified that they
had become good teachers and better role models. Helpers identified that learning to step back
and take direction from the Trainers enhanced
the learning for the Trainers. Helpers were able
to transfer this realization to enhance their performance as direct support professionals.

Conclusions
The use of an accessible curriculum successfully resulted in teaching and learning of abuse
prevention by people who have an intellectual disability for people who have an intellectual disability. The methodology was limited
in measuring skill retention with class participants over time. In addition to highlighting
the need to expand the practice of consulting
people who have an intellectual disability
more meaningfully, the research resulted in
the development of an accessible approach to
obtain informed consent from participants. The
project has influenced the perspective of people
who have an intellectual disability as leaders,
resulting in direct support professionals discovering a balanced, background, supportive
role.
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Objectives

Results

Despite a wealth of literature on the experience of stress faced by parents of children with
developmental disabilities in general, there is
a paucity of research investigating the stress
faced by parents of children with fetal alcohol
spectrum disorder (FASD). Researchers have
indicated that some predictors of parenting
stress in families of children with FASD may
include impaired executive functioning, poorer
adaptive functioning, and externalizing (e.g.,
hyperactivity/impulsivity, oppositional defiance) or internalizing (e.g., social withdrawal,
depression) behaviour problems. Although previous research has identified challenges with
some of the parenting stress measures currently employed, in particular the Parenting Stress
Index and the Questionnaire on Resources and
Stress, there is a need for research exploring the
role of child characteristics in relation to parenting stress in families of children with FASD.

Based on questionnaires filled out by parents
of children diagnosed with FASD, strong associations were found between parental stress
and reported child behaviour characteristics.
Parent ratings on the Difficult Child subscale
of the PSI-SF were positively correlated with
the following subscales on the Child Behavior
Checklist: Anxious and Depressed, r(28) = .744,
p < .001, Social Problems, r(28) = .624, p < .001,
Total Internalizing Behaviours, r(28) = .763,
p < .001, Attention Problems, r(30) = .678,
p < .001, Aggressive Behaviour, r(28) = .786,
p < .001, Total Externalizing Behaviours,
r(28) = .765, p < .001, and Other Problems,
r(28) = .605, p < .001. The Difficult Child subscale was also strongly, positively correlated
with Total Behaviour Problems, r(32) = .853,
p < .001, on the Child Behavior Checklist.
Surprisingly, age, socioeconomic status, number of children in the family, number of children with FASD, and the first child’s age did
not directly correlate with the PSI-SF subscales
or total stress.

Methods
This study is part of a larger mixed methods
research project examining the experiences of
families raising children with FASD in Ontario,
Canada. Informed by the Family Adjustment
and Adaptation Response (FAAR) model, 84
adoptive, foster, and biological caregivers of
children with FASD from 59 families across
Ontario engaged in semi-structured interviews
and completed a battery of quantitative questionnaires. Results from two of these questionnaires, the Parenting Stress Index – Short Form
and the Child Behavior Checklist, are presented here.

Conclusions
Because family characteristics were not significantly correlated with parenting stress, child
behaviour problems appear to have a stronger
influence on reported parenting stress. There is
a lack of knowledge when it comes to managing behaviour problems in children diagnosed
with FASD, and consequently parents may face
challenges obtaining resources or expertise in
how to manage the behavioural difficulties to
keep their children safe.
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Objectives

Results

Current research with families raising children
with fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD)
reveals that parents and caregivers often do
not feel supported by those from whom they
expect help, such as doctors, nurses, mental
health practitioners, teachers, and legal professionals. Existing literature indicates conflicting
levels of knowledge about FASD amongst professionals. Despite the Public Health Agency of
Canada’s framework for action, in which they
identify increasing public and professional
awareness and understanding of FASD as their
number one broad goal, awareness of FASD still
remains low. Because of this lack of knowledge
and awareness, parents of children with FASD
frequently express barriers in getting help from
support networks, medical and mental health
professionals, schools, government agencies,
and community organizations.

Interpretative phenomenological analysis of
the interviews revealed three main themes
regarding parents’ experiences in dealing with
professionals and the general community in
relation to the level of knowledge and awareness of FASD. Parents discussed not feeling
supported by those from whom they expect
assistance, such as medical professionals, diagnostic teams, mental health practitioners, teachers, and police officers. More specifically, parents discussed the lack of understanding held
by professionals regarding an FASD diagnosis
and the implications of how FASD may affect
their child’s functioning. Parents and caregivers identified the need for more training of professionals and highlighted the importance of
increasing awareness of both FASD and addiction issues. Furthermore, parents discussed the
lack of perceived support in Ontario and conveyed their feelings that awareness and management of FASD was “better out West,” referring to the Western provinces in Canada, such
as Alberta and British Columbia.

Methods
Following the recommendations for mixed
methods designs, this study integrated qualitative research (collected in in-depth, semi-structured interviews) and quantitative research
(as measured by a number of psychometric
questionnaires). Employing a basic interpretive
approach, informed by the Family Adjustment
and Adaptation Response (FAAR) model, this
study was conducted with 84 adoptive, foster, and biological caregivers of children with
FASD from 59 families across Ontario, Canada.
Qualitative findings are presented here.
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Conclusions
It is imperative that professionals increase their
knowledge and understanding of FASD including the physical, neurological, and behavioural
features of FASD, as well as the collective family
experience. Findings from this study highlight
that stressors for families raising children with
FASD do not always originate internally within
the family system, but rather are often the result
of limited support in the greater community.
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Objectives

Results

Little is known about the demographic and
clinical characteristics of individuals with a
triple diagnosis of developmental disabilities
(DD), psychiatric disorder and substance abuse.
This lack of information within the healthcare
community must be addressed in order to identify and meet the service needs of this population. In order to gain insight into the characteristics of individuals with DD, psychiatric disorder and substance abuse an understanding of
how often substance abuse is discussed within
current research on developmental disability
and comorbid psychiatric disorder must first
be established. The current study examines
(1) how often substance abuse is included in
the discussion of DD and comorbid psychiatric disorder, (2) how often psychiatric disorder
is considered in studies of DD and comorbid
substance abuse, and (3) how often comorbid
psychiatric disorder and substance has been
studied in individuals with DD.

Preliminary results suggest that substance
abuse prevalence rates are often not included
in prevalence studies of DD and psychiatric
disorder. Furthermore, triple diagnosis of DD,
psychiatric disorder and substance abuse has
received minimal attention. Of those studies
that do discuss substance abuse, substance
abuse is often not associated with DD and
comorbid psychiatric disorder.

Methods

Conclusions
This poster will investigate how well substance
abuse has been addressed in current DD and
comorbid psychiatric disorder research. An
awareness of how often substance abuse is
included in discussions of developmental disability and psychiatric disorder is a critical first
step in the development of effective healthcare
services for individuals with developmental
disabilities, psychiatric disorder, and substance
abuse problems.

A sampling of English language papers published between 2004 and 2014 that included
specific terms and key words related to DD
and comorbid substance abuse, psychiatric disorder and comorbid substance abuse, DD and
psychiatric disorder, and/or triple diagnosis of
DD, psychiatric disorder and substance abuse
were reviewed.
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Objectives

Results

With the goal of developing best practice
guidelines for pediatric aquatic programs,
aquatic researchers must share knowledge and
information on the design of aquatic programs
and the specific features that are believed to
be important to ensure program success. This
study explored the influential components of
a structured swim program for children with
developmental delays. This study was part of
a larger study that examined the influence of a
structured swim program on the behaviours of
children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD)
and communication delays.

From the parents’, teachers’, and volunteers’
perceptions it was clear that the structured
swim program positively influenced the children’s behaviour. However, the factors responsible for these changes in behaviour were not
as clear. Upon detailed analysis of the findings,
seven influential components of the swim program emerged from the data. These components included: fun and motivating activity;
sensory and therapeutic features; instructor
and volunteers; physical activity; toys and
games; program structure; and adapted teaching tools. Overall, the comingling of these components seemed to be responsible for the success of the swim program.

Methods
This study utilized a phenomenological, qualitative framework to gain the perspectives of
the parents, teachers, and volunteers involved
in the program. Recruitment took place at a
school for children with communication, physical, and developmental disabilities in Southwestern Ontario. Purposeful and criterion
sampling were used to seek information-rich
cases that could be studied in depth. A total
of 43 people agreed to participate (15 children;
13 parents; 2 teachers; and 13 volunteers). Each
child participated in a one-hour swim class
once a week for 10 weeks with a certified swim
instructor. In-depth interviews; open-ended
questionnaires; journal entries; background
questionnaires; and progress forms were used.
Data analysis occurred concurrently with the
data collection, resulting in naïve interpretation immediately following data collection
and in-depth analysis occurring at a later date.
Theoretical saturation was met within each participant group as recurring themes were found.
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Conclusions
This study sheds light on seven influential
components that were perceived to interact to
create a supportive learning environment. Each
component had a unique influence and benefited the children in a multitude of ways. The
components that emerged in this study are similar to components identified in previous studies. The consistency across studies supports the
prominent role these components may play in
ensuring effective aquatic programs for children with developmental delays. While this
study provides valuable insight, methodological limitations (i.e., potential researcher and
participant biases, participant commitment,
participant variability) must also be recognized. Overall, the knowledge gained surrounding the aquatic environment will be useful for teachers, parents, and therapists when
designing future aquatic programs.
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Objectives

Results

Intervention programs are rarely tailored for
children with communication and self-regulation challenges, often leading to informal
development of clinical rehabilitation programs. The Tumbling Together program is a
unique interprofessional (IP) approach to rehabilitation therapy, designed in collaboration
between OT and SLP. This program targets
preschoolers with complex developmental profiles, using gymnastics as a medium to provide
rehabilitation therapy that effectively enhances communication, occupational performance,
and self-regulation. Clinically implemented for
over 10 years, the program technique has continually evolved; however, it has only recently
been formally analyzed to identify an underlying theoretical model. The goal of this project
was to take an in-depth look at: (1) the fundamental concepts of the program; and (2) the
underlying theoretical model that illustrates
the relationships between concepts.

Fourteen core concepts of the Tumbling
Together program are identified as follows: Optimal state (being calm, alert and
focused), Integ rated skill development,
Generalization, Community based program,
Interprofessional collaboration, Family centered
approach, Movement, Situational learning,
Individualization, Peer interactions, Expert/
novice pairing, Explicit teaching, Scaffolding,
and Additional supports and strategies. A theoretical model stemming from these concepts is
also presented.

Conclusions
A theoretical model incorporating core concepts is a first step in evaluating program efficacy. Although the concepts involved are not
novel, their unique combination forms a promising intervention approach for the clinical
population.

Methods
Qualitative analysis through grounded theory,
using situational analysis.
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Objectives

Conclusions

Theory of mind (ToM) is defined as the ability to ascribe mental states to people and to
explain and predict their behaviour in terms of
underlying mental states. ToM impairments are
consistently reported in young children with
autism spectrum disorders (ASD); however,
findings in older individuals with high-functioning ASD are less straightforward. The
present study aimed to investigate ToM understanding in high-functioning adolescents with
ASD using the Reading the Mind in the Eyes
Task, which was developed to reveal subtle
mind-reading difficulties.

Using the Eyes Task, we did not find support
for advanced ToM impairment in adolescents
with high-functioning ASD. The Eyes Task may
not be assessing the difficulties that high-functioning adolescents with ASD possess. Firstly,
it has been proposed that there is a distinction
between social-perceptual, and social-cognitive components of ToM understanding. Socialperceptual refers to the immediate judgment of
a person’s ToM based on information available
in the face and body, while social-cognitive
refers to more complex cognitive inferences,
requiring contextual information over time.
Since the Eyes Task assesses social-perceptual
components, it is possible that individuals with
high-functioning ASD do not have difficulty
with this type of ToM understanding. It is also
possible that individuals with ASD may not
have problems in interpreting static pictures;
however, have difficulties in interpreting real
world situations. Some of the methodological
and conceptual problems with the Eyes Task
may be related to its visual nature, employing
static pictures rather than motions. The test is
not “naturalistic” and may not assess an individual’s actual ability to identify emotions in
moving faces. Individuals with ASD also have
a tendency to perform better on explicit tasks
(such as a static picture) that can be reduced to
a closed problem-solving situation as compared
with more naturalistic, spontaneous situations
(such as a moving face).

Methods
Forty one participants, 19 with high-functioning ASD (IQ above 70) and 22 typically-developing (TD) adolescents (age range = 12–18
years), participated. ASD and TD groups were
matched on mental age. To assess advanced
ToM understanding, participants were given
the Child version of the Eyes Task. Participants
were shown 28 photographs of the eye region
of people’s faces and asked to choose which of
the four words best described what the person in the photograph was feeling or thinking.
The three foil words had the same emotional
valence of the target word.

Results
We conducted an independent samples t-test to
assess group differences (TD vs. ASD) on the
total number of items correct. There were no differences between the TD (M = 21.03, SD = 3.98)
and ASD (M = 19.57, SD = 4.00) groups. Results
demonstrate that individuals with ASD did not
differ in performance from TD controls.
volume 20 number 3
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Objectives

Results

Previous research suggests that compared to
individuals with little/no experience supporting children with cognitive impairments (CI),
respite workers (RW) perceive that a larger percentage of children with severe CI sense less
pain than typically developing children. The
objectives of this study were to determine: (1) if
caregiver ratings of pain intensity were impacted by whether a child with CI was verbal or
nonverbal; (2) if caregiver ratings of need for
medical and other attention were impacted by
whether a child with CI was verbal or nonverbal; and (3) if ratings of pain intensity and need
for attention (both medical and other) varied
between undergraduate students with little to
no experience supporting children with CI and
RW with direct experience supporting children
with CI.

Mixed ANOVAs revealed a significant main
effect of the participant group on ratings of
perceived need for medical attention, F(1,
247) = 7.87, p = .005: the average rating across
vignettes was significantly lower for RW
(M = 2.19) than for UG (M = 2.79). No other significant between group differences or interaction effects were noted. Likewise, within group
differences dependent on children’s verbal
abilities were not observed for RW and UG ratings on pain intensity (Verbal: M RW: 4.92, MUG:
5.01; Nonverbal: M RW: 5.03, MUG: 4.75), need for
medical attention (Verbal: M RW: 2.11, MUG: 2.83;
Nonverbal: M RW: 2.27, M UG: 2.74), or need for
other attention (Verbal: M RW: 5.97, M UG: 5.40;
Nonverbal: M RW: 5.75, MUG: 5.39).

Methods

RW’s ratings of perceived need for medical
attention were significantly lower than UG.
Further investigation of result implications,
such as whether caregivers’ perceptions may
impact a child’s likelihood of receiving adequate medical attention, may be warranted.
This information could be used to inform educational programming for RW. Further, results
suggested that whether a child with CI is verbal or nonverbal does not impact caregivers’
ratings of pain intensity or need for medical/
other attention. This is encouraging, as it suggests that caregivers’ pain intensity ratings for
children with CI may not depend on whether
or not a child communicates verbally.

Participants consisted of 217 UG (Mage = 19.63)
and 56 RW (Mage = 33.37). Part of a larger online
study, participants read and responded to six
situational vignettes. Participants were asked
to rate the child’s pain intensity and need for
medical/other attention on a scale of 0 (no
pain/need for attention) to 10 (very high pain
intensity/emergency or significant attention
required) for each vignette. Each participant
completed three vignettes in which the child
with CI was verbal, and three vignettes in
which the child with CI was nonverbal. The
child’s age was consistent across vignettes, and
sex was not specified.

Conclusions
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Objectives

Results

Differential diagnosis between autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is complicated by overlap in clinical presentation. To help resolve this
problem recent research has focused on clarifying differential symptom profiles of ASD and
ADHD; however, little research has compared
real life functional abilities between these two
populations. Knowledge of variation in such
abilities is important for clarifying clinical
understanding of the diagnoses, and for creating more individualized recommendations. The
current study aims to investigate similarities
and differences in adaptive behaviour and academic achievement between adolescents with
high-functioning ASD and ADHD.

A significant multivariate effect for the Vineland
(F(6,86) = 8.81, p < .001, Pillai’s Trace = .76,
ηp2 = .38) was followed up with univariate tests
and subsequently pairwise comparisons. The
ASD group scored significantly lower than the
TD group on all three domains (p < .001), and
significantly lower than the ADHD group on
daily living skills (p = .005) and socialization
(p < .001), but not communication. Additionally,
the ADHD group performed significantly lower
than the TD group on Communication (p < .001)
and Daily Living Skills (p = .009), but not socialization. A significant multivariate effect for the
tests of academic achievement (F(10,80) = 2.05,
p = .04, Pillai’s Trace = .41, ηp2 = .20) was followed up with univariate tests and subsequently pairwise comparisons. The ASD group scored
significantly lower than the TD group only on
Story Recall (p = .01), and did not significantly
differ from the ADHD group on any measures
of academic achievement. The ADHD group
scored significantly lower than the TD group on
Writing Fluency (p = .01), Calculations (p = .004),
and Math Fluency (p = .006), but not on the Story
Recall task.

Methods
Data was collected from 47 adolescents (14
ASD, 13 ADHD, and 20 typically developing
[TD]), 11–18 years of age. The ASD, ADHD,
and TD groups were matched on mental age.
Adaptive behaviour was assessed using the
Communication, Daily Living Skills, and
Socialization domains from the Vineland
Adaptive Behaviour Scales 2nd edition. Academic
achievement was assessed using 5 subtests from
the Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of Academic
Achievement: Story Recall, Understanding
Directions, Writing Fluency, Math Calculations,
and Math Fluency. Group differences were evaluated using MANCOVA, while controlling for
full-scale IQ.
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Conclusions
The present results provide important insights
to variation in adaptive behaviour and academic
achievement abilities between individuals with
ASD and ADHD. These findings are important
for the conceptualization of ASD and ADHD
as separate developmental disorders and highlights areas of strength and weakness in each
disorder that can guide support and intervention that is relevant to real-life experiences.
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Objectives
Video technology is a potentially effective means
to teach individuals with developmental disabilities (DD) about healthy eating. Research in this
area, however, is relatively unexplored. The aims
of this study were to develop a video-supported
program to teach adults with DD about healthy
eating, and to determine the change in participants’ nutrition knowledge post intervention.

Methods
A five-segment educational video, an accompanying workbook, and a facilitator guide were
developed to teach basic healthy eating concepts to adults with DD. The characters in the
video were portrayed mainly by individuals
with DD engaging in everyday activities in various settings. Twelve adults, aged 31–70, with
various levels of DD took part in a five-week
educational program led by trained facilitators
using the materials created. Pre- and post-tests
were used to measure knowledge gained from
participating in the intervention. The questionnaire consists of 20 questions varying in complexity. The choices are depicted in a picture
format and minimum writing is required to
complete the form. The instrument was administered before and after the five-week intervention. Pre- and post-test scores were compared
to determine knowledge gain.

Results
Seventy-five percent (n = 9) of participants
improved their knowledge scores, 8% (n = 1)
maintained residue knowledge, and 17% (n = 2)
had a decrease in their score. When looking at
the overall test scores, five participants (42%)

had a pre-test score greater than 60% post intervention; after exposure to the program, twice
as many participants attained this level of test
score. The result of pre-and post-test scores by
question showed that participants performed
better for questions pertaining to identification of healthy and less healthy food choices.
However, negatively worded questions, questions related to serving sizes, and questions
with more than one answer appeared to be
challenging to the participants.

Conclusions
The program was effective in increasing knowledge among participants, specifically in the area
related to the identification of healthy and less
healthy food and beverage choices. For more
complex concepts such as serving sizes and
food group categorization, participants may
require a more comprehensive training program. Findings suggest that questions that are
negatively worded, require writing, and have
more than one correct answer are best avoided.
Key enablers to knowledge gain included: video
content developed based on the learning need
and cognitive level of intended users; program
delivered by facilitators trained in effective
teaching strategies; and engaging the participants’ staff, family, and caregivers to provide
ongoing reinforcement about healthy eating.
The results of the study may help advance the
development of an expanded collection of nutrition and health modules and inform future
studies about the development of similar video
instructions for this target audience.
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Objectives

Results

With the deinstitutionalization movement,
health care professionals are caring for a greater number of individuals with intellectual disabilities (ID) in their practices, and inevitably
require additional training to provide this care.
The Division of Developmental Disabilities,
Department of Psychiatry at Queen’s University,
has responded to this need, developing an
innovative educational course based on the
competency framework (NICF) of the Canadian
Interprofessional Health Collaborative (CIHC),
promoting interprofessional education (IPE)
and interprofessional collaborative practice
(IPC) as they relate to ID curriculum and health
care provision. The purpose of this study is to
identify Queen’s healthcare students’ change in
knowledge, skills and attitudes towards individuals with ID and how these variables affect
students’ readiness for interprofessional care.
The research targeted graduate students from
the fields of medicine, nursing, occupational
therapy, physiotherapy and clinical psychology.

Significant differences were found indicating
improvements in student knowledge and skills
for the majority of disciplines after course participation. A positive trend was found in outcome responses for student attitudinal change
towards individuals with ID.

Methods
Analyses were completed on 247 pre-post
course questionnaires. Results were conducted
on mean correct items, separated by discipline
and content areas of knowledge, skills and attitudes. Further analyses used paired t-tests to
assess the measure of positive change.
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Conclusions
This paper outlines possible improvements
in student learning and positive attitudinal
change following an educational course concerning optimal healthcare for people with
intellectual disabilities. It is proposed that a
blended training curriculum of on-line, face-toface and experiential learning for future healthcare professionals can foster best practice and
quality service for this currently underserved
population.
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Objectives

Results

The purpose of this study was to investigate the
influence of music on functional and communication skills of children with autism. Social
skills and self-care skills served as measures
of functional skills. Thus, the study sought to
improve communication, social and self-care
skills of children with autism through music
activity at school.

The effects of music on communication, social
and self-care skills were tested by three separate one-way repeated measures analysis of variance per group. The effect of duration of music
activity program on communication, social
and self-care skills across the three groups of
participants was tested by three separate oneway analysis of covariance. Overall, the results
revealed that music significantly improved
communication, social and self-care skills in
all three groups of participants. However, the
duration of the music activity program on the
dependent variables was not significant across
the three groups of participants. Follow up
data analysis indicated that the improvements
observed in communication, social and selfcare skills were significantly sustained nine
months after the end of the music activity program among the participants.

Methods
The multiple baseline across subject design was
adopted to assess the effect of music on the
dependent variables. Study sample comprised
thirty students diagnosed with autism by mental health professionals enrolled at Autism
Awareness, Care and Training (AACT), a special school in Accra, Ghana. Participants were
screened by their respective caregivers at school
using a checklist based on the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria of autism before inclusion. There
were three groups of participants based upon
three pre-existing classes of AACT. Participants
were pre-tested using three sub-scales of the
Ghana Adaptive Behaviour Scales measuring
communication, social and self-care skills. An
educational program was designed to improve
upon participants’ pre-test scores on the three
sub-scales with the aid of music activity for eight
weeks. Post-test scores were recorded weekly for
all participants in the various groups.

Conclusions
The findings imply that music could be an
effective tool for improving communication,
social and self-care skills of children with
autism in special education.
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Objectives

Methods

Raising a child with a lifelong disability such as
intellectual disability (ID) or autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) is challenging for most parents.
The results of initial studies, using primarily quantitative and some qualitative methods,
indicated that parents only experience negative impact (e.g., parental distress, depression,
financial burden) due to factors such as child’s
diagnosis and maladaptive behaviour. In the
past two decades, based on parents’ qualitative
comments, researchers have reported that most
parents also discuss positive characteristics of
their child and influence on their lives. Most
of the early literature on positive impact (e.g.,
positive change, positive gain, lower parenting
stress) was qualitative in nature, and the field
gained a quantitative focus only in the last
10–12 years. Although there is an ever growing
literature in this field of research, few studies
in Canada have looked qualitatively at parents’
report of their experience of raising a child
with a DD or ASD, in relation to their child’s
diagnosis and gender. The purpose of the current study is to conduct a qualitative thematic
analysis of parents’ responses to an open ended
question about their experience in raising their
child with a disability. Using exploratory mixed
methods design, this study will explore how
parents articulate their experience of raising
a child with DD, and whether their reported
experience differ based on their child’s diagnosis (ID vs. ASD) or gender.

A secondary analysis will be done on a subset of data from the Great Outcomes for Kids
Impacted by Severe Developmental Disabilities
(GO4KIDDS) Basic Survey. This survey taps
into various child, family and systemic variables related to health, wellbeing, social inclusion and family quality of life of children with
developmental disabilities and their families.
From the larger dataset, a subset of 204 parents will be used for this study. First, all participant responses will be coded for recurring
major themes, and then each participant will
be coded for major themes and designate these
as positive and negative impact. Following
this, the themes will be described for parents
of male versus female children with a diagnosis
of ID versus ASD.
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Results
Based on parent report of child characteristics,
there are a 139 male and 65 female children in
this sample, with age ranging from 3–20 years
(M = 11.4 years, SD = 3.9). All children in this
sample were either diagnosed with ID (n = 92)
or ASD/autism (n = 112). Qualitative thematic
analysis is currently underway, and detailed
results will be reported.

Conclusions
The qualitative results of this study will add
to the richness of the parent impact literature
obtained through quantitative means.
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Objectives

Results

The purpose of this study is to investigate a
non-clinical LEGO™-based social skills intervention (adapted from a clinical model) to
identify the most important and effective components of the intervention. The development
of play and social skills is important because
individuals with autism spectrum disorder
may find initiating and responding to social
prompts challenging. The intervention was
modeled on a previously developed clinical
model of LEGO™ therapy; social interactions
are woven into the play-structure and require
participants develop and practice social skills
while constructing LEGO™ projects.

The three steps of the turn-taking sequence
include (1) Engineer tells the Supplier what
block is required, (2) Supplier gives the block
to the Builder, and (3) the Engineer tells the
Builder where to place the block. Participation
in these social interactions represents the
heart of the intervention. The intervention was
designed so that the skills required to participate are transferable to other social environments. To reach this end, the coordinator used
a four-step intervention strategy: (1) reduce the
tension, (2) brainstorm strategies, (3) role-play
strategies, and (4) reintegrate into the social
environment. The toy lends itself effectively to
this intervention because children are motivated to participate with the toy and its use can
be harnessed in both open- and closed-activity formats. The 60-minute LEGO™ Program
is designed to teach skills and then gradually
increase the independence of the participants
to utilize those skills.

Methods
The intervention included 12 children with a
diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (three
with comorbid diagnoses of ADHD), one child
with a diagnosis of cerebral palsy, and four
typically developing children. The ages of
the children participants ranged from 7 to 12
years, and diagnoses of ASD were given by
clinical psychologists or specialist diagnosticians. Participants also included ten parents (all
mothers) of the child participants and six staff
members (five unpaid volunteers and one paid
organizer) of the LEGO™ Program. Data sources included observational notes collected by
research assistants and semi-structured interviews with participants, staff, and parents of
participants. The observation data and interview
data were collected at the place of the intervention in a mid-sized urban city in eastern Ontario.
Observational notes were taken by the research
team. The interview and observation data (30
000 words in total) were coded using Atlas.ti
version 7 software using a three-cycle process.

Conclusions
While past research has demonstrated the success of LEGO™ based interventions in helping
individuals with ASD to develop social skills,
the present study identifies of specific features that make the intervention effective. The
features identified in the present study are
explained in detail for the purpose of providing both play-based social skill programs and
general social-skill programs to implement
these features and improve the success of their
programming.
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Objectives

Results

The main objective of this study is to define the
term “community.” There are multiple vague
definitions of the term found in several disciplines. That may be insufficient to inform the
development of policies and services supporting the inclusion of adults with intellectual
and developmental disabilities in their communities. Therefore, we need to identify key
elements that define any type of community
across various disciplines.

Some of the reviewed definitions of community have different themes. That might be
due to the differences between the disciplines
or the variability of the studied populations.
However, the majority of the definitions have
common themes that constitute a unified definition of community. The three case studies
have not been conducted yet, but participants
are recruited and data collection will be completed by the end of February. The definitions
that will be provided by the participants will
be analyzed to identify the themes similar to
those found in the literature review and highlight themes that were not.

Methods
First, a transdisciplinary review of the scientific
peer reviewed literature is conducted to reach a
unified definition of community from different
perspectives. Reviewed studies are gathered
from three disciplines: psychology, sociology,
and philosophy. The review is not limited to
studies on intellectual and developmental disabilities. The definitions of community used in
these published studies will be compared to
identify common themes. Three case studies
will also be conducted. The participants will
be three persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities. They will report their own
definition of community. Finally, qualitative
analysis will be used to compare the definitions reported in the case studies to the definition developed through the literature review.
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Conclusions
The term community is used extensively in the
scientific literature without having an operational definition. This study aims to reach a consensus on a clear, unified definition of the term
“community.” The definition will guide researchers and experts in community psychology to
better understand and improve communities
that provide services and supports for persons
with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Furthermore, this definition will support
studies related to “community” regardless of the
researcher’s discipline. There are a few limitations to this study. The main one is the case studies approach that limits the sample size. Further
studies using a bigger sample size are recommended to contrast the definition of community
to a broader range of life experiences.
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Objectives
Increasing prevalence and visibility of autism
spectrum disorders (ASD) in the past two
decades has led to a surge in the creation and
usage of a variety of interventions. In particular, sensory impairments and sensory-based
strategies have become integrated into therapeutic approaches for those on the autistic spectrum. Interventions include Temple Grandin’s
“squeeze machine,” which provides full-body
“deep pressure” through regulated sensory
feedback. However, there is limited empirical
evidence supporting the use of this approach.
This study hypothesized that young adults
with autism spectrum disorder would benefit
from application of systematic sensory modulation through sessions in the squeeze machine
resulting in reduced maladaptive behaviours.

Methods
Five participants, four male and one female,
over the age 18, with pre-identified sensory regulation difficulties were selected for an
initial trial of the squeeze machine at Kerry’s
Place Autism Services, a non-for-profit agency
serving youth and adults with Autism across
four regions of Ontario. All five participants,
in addition to sensory modulation difficulties,

had communication impairments and ASD.
Quantitative analysis of frequency of incidents
of maladaptive behaviours was used as the
outcome measure. Each deep pressure session
was implemented using a standardized protocol and documentation. Incidence of behaviors
occurring during the six weeks prior to the
intervention was compared to those during the
intervention period itself using a paired t-Test.

Results
No statistically significant differences were
found between the pre-intervention and
post-intervention data for all participants.

Conclusions
While there was no statistical significant difference overall during the six-week period, the
authors hypothesize that the results would be
increasingly positive over a greater period of
time. Therefore, given the time limitations of the
study, they propose for future research of the
squeeze machine in relation to both a longer trial
period as well as an exploration of staff usage of
the machine as an alternative behavioral intervention as compared to or in conjunction with
other interventions such as PRNs and restraints.
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Objectives

Results

Healthcare for individuals with developmental
disabilities (DD) has become a topic of concern
and gaps in the provision of health services
have been highlighted in Canada, Australia
and Britain. Research has documented negative attitudes and stereotyped views of family
physicians toward patients with DD and parent reports have emphasized the need for more
training of physicians in working with individuals with DD. The purpose of this paper is to
describe the knowledge, training, and experience in DD and perceived competence of medical students at two Canadian universities.

Medical students reported greater knowledge of assessment (M = 2.18, SD = .49, maximum = 3.6) than treatment (M = 1.86, SD = .54,
maximum = 3.5) and a limited number of
training sessions on DD attended (M = 3.35,
SD = 3.95, maximum = 13) although they
rated the training received to be quite helpful (M = 2.08, SD = .59, maximum = 3). Scores
on measures of experience in DD (M = 1.31,
SD = .62, maximum = 4) and perceived competency (M = .63, SD = .65, maximum = 2) were
also relatively low. Three variables emerged
as significant predictors of students’ sense of
competency: perceived helpfulness of training,
ß = .16, t(118) = 2.34, p = .02, average knowledge
of DD, ß = .27, t(118) = 3.41, p = .001, and average
experience, ß = .20, t(118) = 2.65, p = .009. The
interaction of training and helpfulness of training was not significant, ß = -.04, t(118) = -.67,
p = .51.

Methods
Data were collected as part of the CIHR funded HELPS Inc. project (Health Education
a nd Lea r n i ng Pa rt nersh ips Promot i ng
Social Inclusion of Young children with
Developmental Disabilities). A sample of 207
second year medical students was recruited from two universities in Ontario. Students
completed an adapted version of The McGill
Inclusive Education Questionnaire, focused on:
(1) students’ self-reported knowledge of DD
including assessment and treatment measured
on a 4 point scale (i.e., very limited to extensive knowledge); (2) self-reported competency
to meet the needs of children with DD measured on a 3 point scale (i.e., low moderate and
high competence); (3) total number of training
sessions, conferences and workshops on DD
attended and (4) helpfulness of this training on
a 3 point scale (i.e., not helpful to very helpful).
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Conclusions
The results of this study confirm past findings
that more knowledge of DD is needed, but they
also highlight the importance of experience with
persons with DD as another important component of medical education. Further research is
needed to investigate knowledge, experience
and competency at different stages in training of
medical and other healthcare students. In addition, studies are needed to investigate the impact
of different types of training on students’ perceived and actual competence and attitudes to
towards working with individuals with DD.
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Objectives

Results

When high-functioning youth with autism
spectrum disorders (ASDs) are integrated
into mainstream schools in Ontario, they are
required to receive the same sex education as
their non-ASD peers. Given evidence that ASD
youth are interested in forming sexual dating
relationships despite their social difficulties,
this policy seems reasonable. However, evidence is emerging that suggests that current
sex education guidelines may not be meeting
the needs of this special population. The purpose of the current study was to assess whether high-functioning young adults with autistic
traits perceive their sex education to be adequate and whether they retain information to
support sexual relationships after graduating
from high school. We hypothesized that the
severity of autistic traits would not affect interests in sex education and dating, but that the
presence of these traits would negatively predict sex education confidence and knowledge
as well as dating experience.

As expected, autism severity predicted poorer
dating experiences, but did not preclude interests in dating or sex education. Autism severity
was, however, negatively associated with sex
education confidence (r = -.39, p < .01) and with
self-rated knowledge of sex hygiene (r = -.34,
p < .01), sex behaviours (r = -.31, p < .01), STDs
(r = -.26, p < .01), reproduction (r = -.26, p < .01),
sexual relationships (r = -.22, p < .01), and
puberty (r = -.21, p < .01). Autism was also positively associated with self-perceived misconceptions about sex (r = .22, p < .01).

Methods
A total of 230 first-year university students
(Mage = 21.47 years, 27% male) completed BaronCohen et al.’s (2001) Autism Quotient (AQ)
online, as well as questions about dating interests, and experience, and about confidence and
interests in their sex education, and sex knowledge. The questions were taken from four
published autism-sexuality studies. AQ scores
ranged from 6–44 (M = 18.27). Forty-eight participants scored above 26 (suspected autism)
and four of these scored above 32 (clinically
significant). All participants reported having
received sex education in school.

Conclusions
Despite being interested in dating and sex education, higher autism scores were associated
with reduced confidence and reduced sexual
knowledge in a non-clinical, high-functioning
sample of young adults. Our findings are compatible with those of a recent survey that found
only 12.5% of teachers were confident that their
sex education program was helpful to youth with
ASDs. We conclude that, while guidelines for sex
education may benefit neurotypical children,
they do not meet the needs of youth with ASD.
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Objectives

Results

Although several studies have reported on the
medication profiles of individuals with intellectual disabilities (ID) in hospital and community
settings, data at the time of referral to psychiatric services has not been well investigated. It
has been suggested that by the time individuals
access specialist ID psychiatric services, polypharmacy rates can be high and the work of the
clinical team can be as much about reducing
medications as it is prescribing them. The purpose of this poster is to investigate the psychotropic medication profiles by gender, age group
and residential setting of individuals with ID at
the time of referral to a specialized outpatient
ID service.

Over half of all individuals referred to this service in a 12-year period were prescribed at least
one antipsychotic at the time of referral (53.2%).
One in five (21.9%) were prescribed three
or more psychotropic medications at once.
Older individuals with ID were prescribed
significantly higher number of psychotropic
medications than those who were younger; t
(497) = -2.15, p = 0.032. Psychotropic medication use was also more common amongst individuals living in group homes than those living in other residential settings; t (499) = 4.13,
p < 0.001. Psychotropic medication use did not
differ by gender.

Methods
The medication profiles of 501 individuals with
ID between the ages of 15 to 73 years referred
to the Dual Diagnosis outpatient services at
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
between 2001 and 2012 were reviewed. Their
medication profiles were categorized in terms
of drug class and number (antidepressants, anxiolytics, antipsychotics, anticonvulsants, mood
stabilizers, stimulants, sedatives, non-psychotropic medications, and PRN medications).
Demographic information at time of referral
included age, gender, and residential setting.
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Conclusions
The poster will provide descriptive information
on the breakdown of the rates of medication
use in individuals with ID for different demographic variables, which will help highlight the
number and types of medications prescribed
and the prevalence of psychotropic polypharmacy in this population. This should further
help us understand the needs of these individuals, which can help hospitals and decision
makers when developing future interventions.
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Objectives

Results

Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
are more likely to experience co-occurring
medical conditions and use health care services
than their neurotypical peers. Social workers with specialized knowledge and expertise
in ASD are valuable assets to the health care
team. This study examines pediatric hospital
social workers’ experiences, skills, and professional development needs when working with
children with ASD and their families in the
hospital. The objectives of this study were to:
(1) understand pediatric social workers’ ASD
experience, education and skills; (2) explore
pediatric social workers’ perceptions of what
they need to enhance their confidence and competence when working with children with ASD
and their families; and (3) utilize study results
to inform and enhance social work services for
patients with ASD and their families.

Based on preliminary data and previous studies, expected findings include variability in
experiences and knowledge regarding ASD
within the study sample; scarcity, complexity and challenges associated with community-based service provision with this population; needs for advocacy on behalf of these clients; and recommendations for improvement in
social work service delivery for children with
ASD and their families at the hospital. Data collection and analysis are in progress and final
results are pending.

Methods
This qualitative study employed an interpretive
description framework, which focuses on understanding individuals’ experiences and grounding these within the context of health care. Semistructured interviews provided participants
with opportunities to elaborate on topics related to their professional social work experiences
with children with ASD and their families in
the hospital. Participants are social workers who
engage in direct clinical practice at the Hospital
for Sick Children. Participants have been recruited across various units in the hospital to allow
for diversity in experiences. Interviews are
audio-taped, transcribed verbatim, and coded
to analyze thematic content. Recruitment will
cease when data saturation has occurred, with
an expected total sample of 8–12 participants.

Conclusions
This study has the potential to contribute to an
understanding of the knowledge, experiences,
and perspectives of pediatric hospital social
workers who work with children with ASD and
their families in a hospital setting. Although
this study is limited by the homogeneity of
the sample size to one specific health care setting, the results of this study may be generalizable in the implications for the enhancement
of social work practice for this population.
Knowledge translation and dissemination will
aim to impact the development of educational
approaches and additional ASD-related resources for social work staff in the hospital; as well
as augmenting community awareness of social
workers as key contributors to family-centered
care for patients with ASD and their families.
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Objectives

Methods

Alcohol consumption during pregnancy has
emerged as an important international public
health issue complicated by knowledge gaps, a
lack of expert consensus, ethical implications,
and transforming official policy and guidelines.
There is no expert consensus on the effect of
low to moderate prenatal alcohol exposure on
subsequent child development. While researchers and clinicians agree that heavy maternal
drinking patterns cause fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder (FASD), the peer-reviewed evidence
base reflects a range of contradictory conclusions regarding the risk associated with low to
moderate prenatal exposure to alcohol. Fuelling
this debate, the initial findings from two large
prospective studies from Europe suggest that
prenatal exposure to low to moderate levels of
alcohol does not result in any clinically measurable effects on the cognitive abilities of preschoolers. The objectives are to: (1) demonstrate
the role of health journalism in knowledge
translation for health research and consider
the implications of contradictory, inaccurate or
misleading news reports on maternal drinking
and FASD for high-risk populations; (2) illustrate the range of contradictory and inaccurate
headlines that have represented FASD in the
popular media over the last 10 years; (3) discuss the impacts of these headlines on public
health behavior, individual health behavior,
policy development, and health professionals’
advice to women; (4) provide recommendations
and resources that can guide interpretation of
health information and research in popular
media; and (5) summarize recommendations
for researchers regarding socially responsible
press conferences featuring their own research.

This poster presentation was informed by the
results of a literature review and qualitative
content analysis of news media using NVivo 10.
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Results
Health journalism in the news media has
widely framed the results of FASD research in
increasingly sensational and inaccurate headlines, building on their competitors’ stories in
order to catch the attention of a wider audience.

Conclusions
Striving to simplify a complex area of research
for its’ potential “shock value,” news media
around the world have offered increasingly
contradictory advice pertaining to maternal
alcohol consumption. For high-risk populations
seeking justification to continue drinking, it is
very easy to find popular “news” articles that
deny any risk of moderate alcohol exposure to
a developing baby. Some headlines even frame
alcohol exposure as beneficial to the development of the fetus. These headlines are especially troubling when considering the evidence
linking health journalism to population health
behaviours: In Canada, health journalism is
widely used as the primary source of health
information by the general public, healthcare professionals, Policymakers, and other
researchers in the scientific media.
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Objectives

Methods

Tumbling Together is a unique comprehensive approach to rehabilitation therapy for
preschoolers experiencing issues with speech,
mental health, and self-regulation. It recognizes that the physical and social gymnastics
environment naturally motivates children to
participate in therapy. Over the last 10 years,
the technique and goals of the program have
evolved to target the mental health experiences of children with a variety of developmental
and physical disorders, specifically addressing
areas of family functioning, communication,
and self-regulation. Tumbling Together has
been successfully offered free of charge to community members through non-profit organizations; however, funding for the program is difficult to obtain and many children who would
benefit from the program are not served by the
funding organizations. The overarching goal of
this project is to understand the rehabilitation
needs of local preschoolers with self-regulation
issues in order to support the development of a
sustainable not-for profit business model that
can address these needs. The specific objectives
are to: (1) present the history and evolution of
the clinical application of Tumbling Together,
a unique approach to therapy provision that
builds on elements of recreational gymnastics programming; (2) describe the theoretical
model and the anecdotal clinical evidence supporting this novel interprofessional approach
to therapy provision; (3) discuss the implications of self-regulation issues in preschool-aged
children with regards to school-readiness and
occupational engagement; and (4) discuss initial findings from local needs assessments.

This ongoing study draws on three separate needs assessment methods, including:
(1) Environmental scan of South Eastern
Ontario to identify opportunities for rehabilitation; (2) Survey questionnaires broadly distributed to South Eastern Ontario families who
have self-identified as caring for a child with
a developmental disability or self-regulation
issue; and (3) Key informant questionnaires to
assess the perceptions of rehabilitation professionals and health care providers practicing in
South Eastern Ontario.

Results
Preliminary results indicate that the South
Eastern Ontario, consisting of Champlain and
South East local health integration networks
(LHINs), demonstrates a gap in timely and
effective early intervention service provision
for preschool-aged children with self-regulation issues.

Conclusions
As described in promotional brochures,
Tumbling Together is a well-received approach
to therapy that families are prepared to pay
for out-of-pocket in order to provide their children with an age-appropriate and engaging
functional activity. By offering opportunities
for families to enroll their child in Tumbling
Together on a fee-for service basis, we hope
to address the self-regulation issues in preschool-aged children to enhance school-readiness, so that pediatric mental health issues do
not later develop in childhood and adolescence.
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Objectives

Methods

Formal programming for autism supports
Canadian families and children, including
school-based programs, funding support for
therapeutic interventions, respite care, and
other valuable interventions for eligible clientele. At the age of 21, however, young adults
with autism become ineligible for many of
these programs – a process known as “aging
out” that is associated with a jarring decrease
in opportunities for occupational engagement
and community participation. Professionals in
the field of developmental disabilities are often
involved in transition planning for young adults
with disabilities who have “aged out,” and face
a deficit in opportunities for programming
placement of their clientele. This presentation
features a case study to illustrate the extension
of equine-assisted therapy to build social enterprise and successfully create the community
environment required to support a person with
autism during transition to community living.
The objectives are to: (1) describe the barriers
and issues associated with transition to community from a parent perspective; (2) discuss
the concept of “presuming competence” in people with disabilities, and how it can influence
society’s expectations and the opportunities for
people with disabilities; (3) apply presumption
of competence to a case study and discuss the
outcomes in terms of a conceptual framework
that supports a shift in the perception of disabilities; and (4) discuss techniques for building
community partnerships to support transition
to community living.

The presentation represents a case study, supported by a literature review, clinical observation and lived experience.
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Results
Representing an ongoing project, this presentation provides a model example for other interprofessional transition teams to use when planning for clients with developmental disabilities
to transition into community living.

Conclusions
An effective approach to facilitating transition
into adulthood emerging in the greater disability literature base is that of capacity building at
the community level. By consulting with community partners and informing key stakeholders of the strengths and benefits associated with
providing opportunities for youth with autism
to participate in activities within their organization, professionals in the field of developmental disabilities can facilitate the development of
symbiotic partnerships between people with
disabilities and communities that are associated
with successful transition to adulthood.
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Objectives

Methods

The majority of Canadians with fetal alcohol
spectrum disorder (FASD) never receive an
accurate diagnosis or appropriate interventions:
FASD occurs in 2–5% of Canadians, but is currently only diagnosed in 1%. This discrepancy is
due in part to variables including: limited public awareness, insufficient knowledge translation in healthcare, inadequate diagnostic capacity and a lack of harmonized national policy and
service coordination. Ontario is the most populated Canadian province, home to Canada’s
capital city, and over a third of Canadians. Its
emerging provincial strategy for FASD is challenged by additional barriers to effective service
provision and utilization. Failure to provide
appropriate interventions for individuals with
FASD results in the development of debilitating
secondary effects that impact individuals, families and communities. This poster presents the
results of an extensive environmental scan of
the Eastern Ontario region, capturing services
for identification, intervention, and diagnosis of
FASD in 2012. The outcomes of this project are
to: (1) inform Ontario residents, Policymakers,
service providers, and program developers
on the scope and nature of services for FASD
located in the Eastern Ontario region in 2012;
and (2) serve as a functional tool for individuals, families, policy-makers, researchers, service providers, and health care providers to
maximize existing program use and reduce the
effects of secondary disabilities.

Using the environmental scan methodology,
data were gathered through formal and informal sources, and current services for FASD
were explored, summarized, and mapped out
geographically in order to present a comprehensive review of service availability. These
results were supplemented with the results of
a scoping review.

Results
Available programming fit into five categories of services for people affected by FASD:
(1) Early detection and diagnostic services;
(2) Aboriginal approaches to service delivery;
(3) Services targeting family and community;
(4) Social and education services; (5) Services
targeting comorbid disorders. These were
mapped onto the geographical region, and four
distinct areas of activity in the region emerged
with few scattered programs outside these
areas.

Conclusions
The eastern region of Ontario represents a population of 3 million residents that are particularly underserviced. People affected by FASD who
live in this region struggle to receive a diagnosis, and continue to face barriers to obtaining
appropriate support services upon diagnosis.
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Objectives

Methods

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) is the
leading cause of developmental and cognitive
disabilities in Canadian school-aged children.
Literature links optimal outcomes to early
detection and intervention, yet the majority of
Canadians affected by FASD remain undiagnosed or misdiagnosed, resulting in the development of debilitating secondary disabilities
and functional outcomes. Despite widespread
recognition of the current state of FASD among
Canadian policymakers and researchers, diagnostic services for FASD are inconsistent and
Canada lacks a coordinated nation-wide diagnostic strategy. Compared to the western provinces and territories, Canada’s eastern provinces offer very few diagnostic and intervention
services for families affected by FASD. Of particular concern, this includes Canada’s most
populous province of Ontario, home to over a
third of the Canadian population.

Scoping review methodology was used.

The specific objectives are to: (1) review the current state of knowledge regarding FASD epidemiology, screening, and intervention in the
Canadian primary care environment; (2) describe
the emerging role of the Canadian primary
care practitioner in FASD diagnosis, screening,
and service provision for primary, secondary,
and tertiary prevention of FASD; (3) discuss
the implications of systematic, attitudinal, and
expert knowledge barriers to best practice for
FASD in the Ontario primary care environment;
and (4) reflect on the application of a proposed
knowledge translation tool designed for FASD
that addresses the perceived and unperceived
learning needs of primary care practitioners.
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Results
Preliminary results indicate that the literature has identified an overwhelming need for
a knowledge translation tool that can address
the learning needs of primary care physicians
in regards to best practices for FASD. Similar
to findings in the broader disability literature
base featuring primary care, the barriers to
FASD screening and service provision faced
by people with FASD include those tied to attitude, expert knowledge, and policy (systems).

Conclusions
As the first point of contact in the Canadian
health care system, primary care physicians
are in the ideal position to prevent, identify,
and intervene in FASD; however, they face a
range of systematic, attitudinal, and expert
knowledge barriers to successful incorporation
of best practices within their role. Primary care
in Ontario is currently under major reform,
providing the ideal environment for leaders
in FASD to advocate for the implementation
of national FASD screening strategies, and for
clarification of primary care physicians’ role in
Ontario’s emerging FASD strategy.
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Objectives
The Children’s Aid Society (CAS) Dual Diagnosis
Mobile Treatment Team is a new initiative in
Simcoe County serving children and youth with
dual diagnosis who are also living in care. Four
partner agencies – The Children’s Aid Society
of Simcoe County, Behaviour Management
Services, Kinark Child and Family Services, and
Children’s Treatment Network – are liaising to
bring comprehensive and evidence-based intervention to these children through a mediator/
caregiver training model. The long-term goal is
to reduce the number of children living in group
care and to enable family-based care wherever
possible. As part of a broader program evaluation, we examined three outcomes here: problem
behaviour, caregiver stress, and consumer satisfaction. Two case studies from this pilot project
are presented.

Methods
The impacts of our com mun it y-based,
6-month intervention on participants’ problem
behaviour are being evaluated using a single-subject AB design (with a follow-up phase)
across two male youth with dual diagnosis who
are also living in care. From a biopsychosocial
lens, a functional behavioural assessment was
completed for each participant prior to intervention. Behavioural skills training was provided for all relevant caregivers in the participants’ natural environments; to this end, treat-

ment was “mobile.” Data collection is ongoing,
and inter-rater reliability data is being collected
on 20% of baseline and intervention observations. The Parenting Stress Index – Short Form
(PSI/SF) is being utilized as a pre-post measure
of caregiver stress. Finally, a locally-developed
feedback questionnaire will be used to measure
consumer satisfaction at service discharge.

Results
Baseline levels of problem behaviours were
clinically significant (i.e., elevated in frequency, intensity, and/or duration) for both participants. Ongoing data is being collected on the
impacts of our intervention on each participant’s problem behaviours. Thus far, pre-test
PSI/SF results have revealed significantly elevated caregiver stress.

Conclusions
Preliminary outcomes will be presented on
three dependent variables of interest: problem
behaviour, caregiver stress, and consumer satisfaction. Results will inform stakeholders on the
applicability and feasibility of a relatively shortterm community-based behavioural intervention for children and youth with dual diagnosis
who are living in care. The Simcoe CAS vision
(“Every child and youth thrives within a strong
family and community”) will also be discussed
in relation to this community collaboration.
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Objectives

Results

In general, friendships in adolescents with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) differ in
quantity and quality from the friendships of
their typically developing peers. Adolescents
with ASD exhibit significant social skill deficits that contribute to academic, behavioural
and emotional difficulties. Typically developing adolescents often learn basic social norms
by observing others; however, adolescents with
ASD often require planned, explicit instruction in order to acquire pro-social behaviours.
The UCLA-based Program for the Education
and Enrichment of Relational Skills employs
evidence-based practice for the instruction of
social skills to adolescents with ASD. The present study explores the mechanisms of friendship development in adolescents with ASD, taking into account ASD symptomatology, social
skills knowledge and social anxiety while participating in the PEERS program.

Data from two groups to date (n = 16) indicate
that adolescents are initiating significantly
more social activities and have improved their
social skills knowledge. Supplementary analyses reveal an inverse relationship between
ASD symptoms and social anxiety, suggesting
that adolescents with fewer ASD symptoms
are expressing heightened anxiety (r = -0.81;
p < 0.05). This relationship may indicate that
adolescents who are aware of their social and
communicative deficits are experiencing anxiety during social activities. Finally, a significant relationship between adolescents’ friendship qualities and social stress was also found
(r = .65; p < 0.05), suggesting there is a level of
anxiety associated with social interactions.

Methods
The present study assesses adolescents with
high-functioning ASD between the age of
fourteen and seventeen across the province of
Ontario, Canada. Over fourteen sessions, adolescents and their parents work with group
leaders to learn social skills and behaviours
that promote friendship development. Data has
been collected from both parent and adolescent
groups using a battery of standardized and
non-standardized assessments. To date, two
groups have been assessed (n = 16); however,
three groups (n = 25) will have completed the
PEERS program by January, 2014.
volume 20 number 3

Conclusions
High-functioning adolescents with ASD are
initiating more social gatherings as a result of
participating in the PEERS program. There is a
level of social anxiety associated with engaging social situations, coinciding with exploring, making and maintaining friendships. It
is relevant to address the presence of social
anxiety as high-functioning adolescents with
ASD attempt to build and maintain meaningful relationships. There are clinical and practical implications supporting the management
of social stress in high-functioning adolescents
while they form friendships. With increased
emphasis on social relationships, adolescent
participants may become more comfortable
engaging social behaviour; however, additional
research is needed to explore this.
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Objectives

Results

Previous studies have demonstrated that children with fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD)
exhibit deficits in measures of eye movement
control that probe aspects of attention, inhibition,
visuospatial processing, and working memory.
The objective of this study was to determine if
performance-based relationships exists between
psychometric tests and eye movement tasks in
children with FASD or prenatal alcohol exposure
(PAE) to better understand the damage alcohol
exposure causes to the developing brain.

Both the FASD and PAE groups performed worse
than controls on psychometric measures of attention and inhibition. Only the FASD group performed worse than controls on the psychometric
and eye movement measures of working memory and visuospatial processing. The FASD group
made more inhibitory errors on the antisaccade
and memory-guided task, and more working
memory errors on the memory-guided task.
Among the FASD/PAE group, the Inhibition subtest was correlated with inhibitory errors on the
antisaccade task but not on the memory-guided
task. Within the FASD group, Digit Recall, Block
Recall, and Animal Sorting were negatively
correlated with working memory errors on the
memory-guided task, and Arrows was negatively correlated with visuospatial processing on the
prosaccade task but not on the antisaccade task.

Methods
Participants were children/youth aged 5–18
years diagnosed with an FASD (n = 71), PAE
but no diagnosis (n = 20), and typically developing controls (n = 111). Participants completed
a neurobehavioral test battery, which included
the NEPSY-II subtests of Auditory Attention,
Response Set, Inhibition, and Arrows, and the
Working Memory Test Battery subtests of Digit
Recall and Block Recall. Each participant completed a series of eye movement tasks which
included the prosaccade task (automatic saccade
toward a visual target), antisaccade task (look
away from a target), and memory-guided task
(remember the locations of two sequentially
presented targets and, after the appropriate go
signal, look to the remembered locations of the
targets in the order presented). Age-corrected
standard scores were obtained and examined
for group differences, and correlational analyses were used to test for relationships between
psychometric tests and eye movement tasks.

Conclusions
These data suggest that psychometric tests
and eye movement control tasks assess similar
domains of cognitive function, and these assessment tools may be measuring overlapping brain
regions damaged by prenatal alcohol exposure.
The results of this study demonstrate that eye
movement control tasks directly relate to outcome measures obtained with psychometric
tests and are able to assess multiple domains of
cognition simultaneously, thereby allowing for
an efficient and accurate assessment. Eye movement tasks may therefore assist with early identification of children who would benefit from a
multidisciplinary diagnostic assessment.
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Objectives

Methods

Turning a love of horses into a social enterprise
– can this dream come true? Driven by limited
employment opportunities for individuals with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and inspired
by one boy’s love of horses, a small but passionate group of people comprised of a youth
with ASD, his mother, community support
worker, teacher, occupational therapist and the
stable owner intend to find out! Social enterprises directed towards marginalized populations focus on enhancing work participation,
the skills necessary to be successful in work
and other social venues, and to affect a range
of social outcomes associated with enhanced
income and community participation. They
also make a number of contributions to the
communities in which they operate. Thus, social
enterprises contribute to the economic base of
communities while improving individual work
skills, independence, and social/emotional
functioning. The challenges to realizing this
boy’s dream and how they might be overcome
is the focus of this poster/presentation.

Participatory action research, informal and
clinical evaluation of a case study.

volume 20 number 3

Results
Social enterprise can be created through community partnerships fostering the presumption
of competence.

Conclusions
Openness to changing our beliefs and actions
regarding the competence of people with autism
allows us to embrace a strength-based viewpoint from which to create collaborative goals.
These include goals aimed at vocational readiness in order to facilitate client-centered opportunities for successful transition to adulthood
and meaningful vocation. Describing a case
study featuring a local initiative, this poster presentation opens the floor for discussion around
social enterprise between members of academia,
community, and people with disabilities.
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Objectives
Historically, researchers have suggested that
raising an adopted child with a developmental
disability is associated with the experience of
parenting stress. Recently the focus of adoption research has shifted towards the supports
necessary for minimizing stress, facilitation of
the adoption process, and the positive aspects
of raising adopted children with developmental
disabilities. Furthermore, adoption processes
vary provincially. Canadian resources focusing on social support and financial resources
are available in Ontario for parents who have
adopted children with disabilities, but little
detail is known about the actual needs and
resources of those families.

Methods
Data collection is ongoing, but participants are
being recruited through fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder, autism, and Down syndrome support
groups across Ontario, Canada. Eligibility criteria include families who have adopted at least
one child with a developmental disability and
residency in Ontario. Using a mixed-methods
approach, informed by the Family Adjustment
and Adaptation Response (FAAR) model, family members are asked to complete five questionnaires, including the Parenting Stress Index
(Short Form), Family Crisis Oriented Personal
Scales, Child Behavior Checklist, Questionnaire
on Resources and Stress (Friedrich’s Short Form),
and the Hope Scale. In addition, qualitative,

semi-structured interviews are being conducted
in order to understand the experiences of parents raising adopted children with developmental disabilities. Qualitative interviews will be
analyzed using Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis. Differences in family adaptation factors (e.g., parental stress, social support, financial resources) with regards to the adoptive
child’s disability will be examined, as well as the
positive or special benefits of raising an adopted
child with a developmental disability.

Results
Data collection is in progress and full results
will be available for this poster, but preliminary analysis of interviews with families
of adoptive children with FASD and Autism
reveals that parents experience frustration with
the diagnostic process, especially when there is
no contact with the birth family, challenging
child behaviours, a lack of understanding held
by professionals, and a lack of perceived support in Ontario.

Conclusions
The present study will provide a picture of the
experiences of adoptive parents of children
with developmental disabilities in Ontario. The
results of this study will inform Ontarian adoption agencies of unmet adoptive families’ needs
as well as which services are considered to be
most useful by parents.
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Objectives

Results

The transition from Intensive Behavioural
Interventions (IBI) to the education system can
be challenging; however, moving to an inclusive setting is a significant opportunity for students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
Students with ASD may experience challenges in school, but literature suggests that they
should still have access to public education
with appropriate supports. The transition can
be a time of great change and can be stressful
for families, because it facilitates new relationships, expectations, competencies, intervention
formats, and service models in an unfamiliar
setting, which can have long-term consequences for children. Therefore, the transition from
early intervention must be carefully planned,
founded on the unique strengths and needs
of each child, and should be conducted in collaboration between families, early intervention
providers, and school or community staff. The
purpose of the current study was to examine
the views and perceptions of those involved in
the transition of students with ASD from IBI to
school in Northern Ontario.

With regard to transition beliefs, a significant
difference was found between IBI and school
staff for the involvement of families in the
transition, where IBI staff felt more strongly.
Participants stressed the importance of planning, training, communication, mutual understanding, and the involvement of parents and
frontline staff as being required for successful
transitions. Furthermore, school staff reported
that inclusion is indeed occurring, beyond simply being put in an inclusive classroom.

Methods
Using a mixed-methods approach, members of
multiple transition teams were asked to complete the Transition Beliefs Inventory and the
Transition Practices Questionnaire to assess
their transition beliefs and experiences. A total
of 11 IBI staff, 10 school staff, and one parent
and/or guardian participated.

volume 20 number 3

Conclusions
The beliefs and experiences of families and the
transition team can impact the decisions made
and strategies used to support children with
ASD in the school system The results of this
study suggest that the transition from IBI to an
inclusive setting is occurring as outlined by the
North region Autism Intervention Program and
the Connections for Students model. The results
of this study will be used to inform continuous
improvement of service and practices.
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Objectives
This project evaluated the effectiveness of
implementing the Camps on TRACKS program in one municipal summer camp in
Southwestern Ontario to enhance the social
skills of campers with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other developmental disabilities
through a peer-mediated social skills approach.
The study was expanded from a pilot study the
previous year to investigate the impact of the
program on the social interactions of the participants. To enhance rigor, this phase of the program measured treatment fidelity and inter-rater reliability to ensure the program was being
run as the manual intended and that data collection was consistent.

Methods
Nine participants diagnosed with an ASD or
other developmental disability participated in
this project. Participants were enrolled in an
inclusive, city-led summer camp, and were 5 to
12 years of age. An ABAB single-subject design
was used to evaluate the social interactions of
campers with peers and adults in various environments across the day. Additional questionnaires, including the Autism Social Skills Profile
and the Peer Interaction Rating Scale were used
to evaluate the social skills of campers prior to
and after the weeklong camp. Social validity was

measured through a questionnaire completed by
parents and peers along with a treatment fidelity checklist. The single-subject data was collated
and graphed for visual analysis of trend, level,
and variability. The Wilcoxon signed-rank was
completed to assess questionnaire data.

Results
The results of the study demonstrated a significant difference in results from the two social
skills questionnaires administered prior to and
after the child attended the summer camp. The
single-subject results demonstrated a decrease
in interactions from adults for three of the participants with an increase in interactions from
typically developing peers for five campers.
Social interactions of campers with a disability
were similar to or above the average rate of typically developing campers’ skills in the same
situations.

Conclusions
The results of this study have significant influences on the expansion of the peer-mediated
literature to demonstrate the intervention’s positive effects in an inclusive, community setting.
In addition, the results will be of great benefit to municipalities who want to enhance the
social experience of campers with disabilities in
camp, utilizing a research-based intervention.
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Objectives
The ability to integrate sensory information
from the multisensory world around us into a
unified whole is fundamental to cognitive functioning. Individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) process sensory information atypically which can alter perception; speech perception in particular. Among the most salient
factors influencing multisensory integration
is the temporal relationship between stimuli. Audiovisual events in which auditory and
visual components are temporally “out of sync”
are incorrectly reported as synchronous by
individuals with ASD. Thus, there tends to be
a greater period of time over which asynchronous auditory and visual input are perceptually bound as a unified event among individuals
with ASD. This “window” of time within which
multisensory information is perceived as occurring together is known as the temporal binding
window (TBW). The current study examines the
relationship between the audiovisual integration and sensory processing in ASD.

Methods
Adults with ASD between 17 and 30 years of age
completed a synchrony judgment task whereby
participants indicated whether videos were synchronous or not. Videos showing either linguistic or non-linguistic stimuli were presented at
varying degrees of asynchrony, (temporal offsets) between auditory and visual components.
A TBW was determined by identifying the range
of temporal offsets at which synchrony was
reported. The Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile
(AASP) was administered as a measure of sensory processing. Items are organized according
to the sensory processing categories of: Taste/
Smell, Movement, Visual, Touch, Auditory, and
Activity Level which are further organized into
volume 20 number 3

functional categories: Low registration (lack
of response to sensory information), Sensory
Sensitivity, Sensation Avoiding, and Sensation
Seeking. Data collection is ongoing, with data
collected on 8 adults with ASD to date.

Results
A significant inverse relationship between overall sensory processing and the TBW size for
linguistic stimuli was found (r = -.794, p = .019).
The strongest relationships were between the
Sensation Avoiding subscale and linguistic
TBW (r = -.922, p = .001) and between the Visual
Processing subscale and linguistic TBW (r = -.935,
p = .001). Strong relationships were also found
between the linguistic TBW and various sensory
processing subscales: Low Registration (r = -.718,
p = 0.45), Sensory Sensitivity (r = -.795, p = .018),
and Auditory Processing (r = -.831, p = .011).

Conclusions
Findings suggest that the relationship between
sensory processing and audiovisual integration
is stronger for speech stimuli. Sensory sensitivity was also found to be inversely related to
audiovisual integration. Individuals with ASD
with greater sensory sensitivity tended to have a
smaller TBW. A smaller TBW indicates increased
sensitivity to audiovisual asynchrony and therefore greater precision in judging simultaneity of
audiovisual events. This in turn enables greater
efficiency of speech integration. Identifying the
link between individual sensory differences and
multisensory integration may elucidate key sensory and perceptual underpinnings behind language impairments in ASD. These results challenge the literature suggesting a universal multisensory processing deficit in ASD by revealing
differences according to sensory functioning.
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Objectives
Children with autism spectrum disorders
(ASD) often struggle with social skills, and this
can lead to problems in many areas of daily life.
There is empirical support for the use of social
skills training groups (SSTGs) for improving
social skills among youth with high functioning ASD. There is currently no common, agreed
upon approach for teaching social skills to children with ASD, and one major limitation is
that frequently only the authors of manualized
interventions evaluate the interventions, limiting our knowledge of how generalizable a program is to the typical service provider environment. The Geneva Centre for Autism recently
decided to utilize the Secret Agents Society as
a manualized SSTG for their clients. The Secret
Agents Society is a cognitive behavioural social
skills group intervention for children with ASD
that has been shown to be efficacious in fostering social skills in children with ASD through a
large randomized controlled trial. The purpose
of the current study was to assess the effectiveness of the Secret Agents Society within a community agency.

Methods
Children between the ages of 8 and 12 and
their parents were invited to participate in this
study. Inclusion criteria included: (1) ASD diagnosis, (2) parent and youth report of difficulties
with social skills, and (3) overall IQ above 70.
Six children (5 males, 1 female) were selected
for the group (Age range = 9–12 years, M = 10.5,
SD = 1.04). The Secret Agents Society program

includes nine 2-hour child group sessions and
follow-up, concurrent parent support sessions,
teacher tip sheets and phone calls, and school
staff involvement. Measures were administered
to parent and child at Baseline (before group
session began), Endpoint (last week of group
session), and Follow-up (3 months after group
sessions have ended). The child’s school teacher
was also mailed a package of measures to complete at Baseline, Endpoint and Follow-up.

Results
Based on parent report, social skills significantly improved by the end of the group for 83%
(n = 5) of the children. Three months later, social
skills remained significantly improved for 80%
(n = 4) of the children (data was unavailable for
one child at follow-up). Symptoms of anxiety
decreased for one child. Of the four teachers
to complete measures, there were significant
changes in social skills for 50% of the children.

Conclusions
Results from this study suggest improvements
were made after youth participated in the program. Youth, parents and teachers reported
a variety of benefits from participating, and
improvements were seen both statistically and
qualitatively.
While preliminary results suggest the program
is valuable for youth and families, future program evaluation should be conducted to lend
further support to these findings.
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Objectives

Results

There has been some literature to reflect the
stress and strains as well as daily hassles that
families in Northern Ontario have experienced
in regards to obtaining favourable quality and
quantity of resources for children and adults
with autism. Families that are under psychological duress often have unstable variations
of any combination of family stressors, family resources, and family members in regards
to maintaining stability. This knowledge of
severity in terms of balancing these demands
is often a predictor to triggers and changes that
can be found within the family dynamic. When
the family is in crisis, stressors often outweigh
resources which tips the scales in a certain
direction and alterations are needed in order
to maintain a balance on demands and coping.

Interpretative phenomenological analysis of the
interviews is expected to reveal some themes
regarding level of satisfactions with regards
to formal vs. informal supports for their children with autism; the differing perspectives, if
any, among mothers and fathers; and parents’
perspectives on how services are meeting the
needs of the family as a whole. Constituent
sub-themes are also expected to reveal what
has helped families adapt to raising a child
with autism. Participant’s responses to individual items on each quantitative measure will be
considered and discussed in their relation to
the qualitative findings.

Methods
A mixed methods study was conducted with
25 biological caregivers of children with autism
in Ontario, Canada. Employing a basic interpretive approach, informed by the Family
Adjustment and Adaptation Response (FAAR)
model, semi-structured, qualitative interviews
were conducted. Participants also completed a
number of quantitative questionnaires, including the Family Crisis Oriented Personal Scales,
the Questionnaire on Resources and Stress,
the Parenting Stress Index Short Form and the
Family Resource Scale.
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Conclusions
Understanding what families do in order to
transform from a family in crisis to a family
that is successfully adapting is important when
implementing appropriate family supports. It
is crucial to investigate the depth and severity of stressors and the ways in which informal
and formal resources can be used to diminish
the intensity of stress and to increase coping
behavior for the family unit and each individual member.
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Objectives

Results

Intensive Behavioural Intervention (IBI) is the
treatment of choice for children with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD), however program
outcomes are highly variable. Recent studies
have examined factors related to the child (such
as age and IQ) and intervention (such as model
of supervision), however the parent and family
component remains largely unexamined. There
is minimal literature suggesting that high
parental stress may be associated with less positive child outcomes, but many other parent factors have never been examined in this context.
This presentation will look at the relationship
between a range of parent factors including
psychosocial factors (e.g., parental distress and
family coping), parent’s involvement in their
child’s IBI program, and demographic factors
(such as Socioeconomic Status (SES) and maternal employment) and children’s outcomes after
one year of IBI.

Parental distress was moderately correlated
with children’s cognitive rate of development
(ρ = -.41) and parental perception of children’s
progress (ρ = -.32). Family coping was weakly
correlated with cognitive rate of development
(ρ = .19) and strongly correlated with parental
perception of children’s progress (ρ = .53). SES
was moderately correlated with cognitive rate
of development (ρ = .33) and weakly correlated with parental perception (ρ = -.19). Marital
Status was weakly correlated with both outcomes: (ρ = -.06) and (ρ = -.20) respectively.
Maternal employment status was strongly
correlated with cognitive rate of development
(ρ = .64) and weakly correlated with parental
perception (ρ = .11). Finally, parental involvement in IBI was moderately correlated to both
outcomes: (ρ = .45) and (ρ = .33) respectively.
The results of a regression analysis describing
which family factors predict children’s outcomes will also be presented.

Methods
The sample consists of the parents of 28 children in Ontario’s publicly funded IBI program.
These data come from a larger waitlist controlled study of Ontario’s IBI program. Data
were collected through interviews and questionnaires from the parents, and standardized
assessments of the children at entry to IBI and
after one year in the program. The parent factors examined include: (1) Demographic factors
(SES, marital status, and maternal employment
status); (2) Psychosocial factors and Family
Coping [F-COPES; and (3) Parent Involvement
in IBI. Outcome variables include children’s
cognitive rate of development at the 1-year
assessment, and parents’ perception of children’s progress after one year in the program.

Conclusions
These findings provide an initial picture of
the relationship between several family factors
and children’s outcome in IBI. This information helps to elucidate the relationship between
parent and child factors, and helps us to
understand how certain family factors may be
impacting on children’s outcomes in treatment.
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Objectives

Results

Children with developmental disabilities (DD)
often require care from many professionals.
Accessing separate health care providers can
lead to overlap and redundancies, which results
in less effective care. In a southern Ontario
municipality, a system was developed to provide easier access to care for children aged 0–6
years with DD. Within this system, a group of
health care agencies engage in interprofessional
practice – a collaborative, team-based approach
to care involving individuals who work within
and across settings. However, barriers to the
implementation of this system of interprofessional practice have been encountered. This
study investigates problem areas and potential improvements regarding interprofessional
practice within this group of agencies.

Identified problem areas were staff/agency
communication, confidentiality, role clarity,
intake and referral processes, and time constraints. Three recommendations were proposed: (1) implementing an annual system-wide
training program that educates staff in interprofessional practice and the roles of each
agency within the system; (2) standardizing
the confidentiality policies and communication,
referral, and consent processes across agencies
with respect to clients; and (3) improving communication within service planning teams by
implementing a computer-based information
exchange system for professionals within a
service planning team and appointing a leadership position within these teams to improve
client management issues.

Methods

Conclusions

This research focused on professionals who
work with children with DD and who engage
in interprofessional practice. These professionals include early interventionists, occupational
therapists, public health nurses, resource consultants, speech and language pathologists,
social workers, physical therapists, recreation
therapists, and others. Three methods of data
collection were used to identify the main deficiencies surrounding interprofessional practice
in the current system: (1) meetings and targeted interviews with health care professionals (n = 10); (2) a short survey given to health
care professionals (n = 17); and (3) an online
survey given to health care professionals
(n = 57), which was developed using the literature review, findings from the interviews, and
responses to the short survey.

The results of this study provide insight into
the barriers of interprofessional practice among
health care providers and how such barriers
may be successfully addressed in future interprofessional collaborations. This research supports the argument within the literature that
interprofessional practice is an effective way
to improve outcomes for children with DD and
their families. Ultimately, this research can
inform other health care providers how to successfully implement a more collaborative model
of care for children with DD.
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Objectives
Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
often have difficulties with emotion regulation
(ER), a complex, multicomponent process that
affects all individuals including parents. The
continuous adjustment of actions and intentions in response to anticipated actions of others is referred to as co-regulation. The purpose
of these exploratory analyses is to assess the
feasibility of using multiple indicators of ER
and co-regulation in children with ASD and
their parents.

Methods
Participants and data in this case-series design
are from participants who met inclusion criteria for a larger emotion regulation intervention
study. Participants include four children diagnosed with high functioning ASD, confirmed
through clinician report and by meeting clinical cut-offs on the Social Communication
Questionnaire and Social Responsiveness Scale.
The mean age of the participants (1 female)
was 9 years, 7 months (SD = 1.32, range = 8.11–
11.2), and the mean FSIQ-2 was 99 (SD = 7.23
range = 90–105). The four mothers of the children also participated. First, we assessed ER
and co-regulation by coding 5-minute video
recordings of the child and his/her mother
during an Emotion Discussion Task, where the
dyad discussed a time when the child felt anxious, angry and happy. We chose a behavioural
and global coding scheme that has demonstrat-

ed effectiveness as a measure of child ER (e.g.,
child physical self-soothing) and parent scaffolding (e.g., prompting and physical comfort)
in children with ASD. To ensure reliability, coders were trained and met an acceptable level of
agreement (80%) on practice videos before scoring the participant data. Secondly, we collected
a physiological measure of arousal in children
and parents during the Emotional Discussion
Task by using the Affectiva Q-sensor, which
measures electrodermal activity (i.e., skin conductance) though microSiemens (μS).

Results
Video recordings are currently being analyzed,
and the poster will present data on the various metrics that represent facets of ER in three
ways. First, we will report the correlations in
child-mother dyads in terms of behavioural
codes and physiological data during the
Emotion Discussion Task. Next, we will temporally compare behavioural codes from each
dyad to selections of the physiological data,
which will be visually presented. Finally, we
will report change scores in child electrodermal activity with changes in the emotion discussion task.

Conclusions
The poster will provide important information
pertaining to the use of various indicators of
ER and co-regulation in children with ASD and
their parents.
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Objectives
Theory of Mind (ToM) can be defined as the
ability to understand the feelings, intentions,
and motivations of others. The ability to effortlessly and instantaneously modulate to another’s perspective which emerges early in typical
development, is a hallmark deficit in autism
spectrum disorders (ASD). The unfortunate
consequence of these deficits is the reported
disparity of friendship and high levels of loneliness among individuals with ASD. Few treatment studies, however, have attempted to teach
perspective-taking skills within the context of
an intervention targeting friendship skills. The
current study examines the effectiveness of a
parent-assisted intervention for children with
ASD targeting ToM and skills required for
making and keeping friends.

Methods
Forty-five children with a high-functioning
ASD, 6–13 years of age, participated in this study
(M = 9.09, SD = 1.81). Children were assigned to
a ToM group (n = 18), a Children’s Friendship
Training (CFT, n = 11), or a Delayed Treatment
Group (DT, n = 16). Ten weeks of concurrent
classes were held for children and caregivers
in both intervention groups. The ToM group
received instruction via PowerPoint lessons
using comic strips to depict social scenarios; lessons were followed by game play. Descriptive
measures conducted pre-intervention included
the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales-Second
Edition and the Autism Spectrum Quotient:
Child Version. Outcome measures conducted
before, immediately after, and three months
post intervention included the Strange Stories
Test, the ToM Inventory (ToMI) and the Social
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Responsiveness Scale (SRS). Each child participated with at least one caregiver.

Results
No significant group differences were found at
baseline on descriptive or outcome measures.
Preliminary analyses conducted show that
following participation, children in the ToM
group, compared with the DT group improved
significantly on total SRS scores, F(2,42) = 5.748,
p = .006, η2 = .22. They also showed significant
improvement on the SRS Social Communication
Interaction Index of the SRS, F(2,42) = 5.189,
p = .01, η2 = .198. Although not specifically targeted, improvements were also found on the SRS
subtest of Restricted Interests and Stereotypical
Behaviours, F(2,42) = 3.587, p = .036, η2 = .146.
Anecdotally, children appeared to enjoy participation and group leaders reported ease in
delivering the curriculum. Parents reported that
their children appeared more confident and
willing to take initiative in social interactions
following participation. Pending results include
an analysis of potential changes in adaptive
behaviours as well as the maintenance of gains
made three months post-intervention.

Conclusions
The results of this small-scale study provide
support for the efficacy of a social skills intervention that may feasibly be delivered by educators and therapists. While this study cannot
speak to long-term effects, the encouraging
findings suggest that it is possible to increase
skills required in friendship and reduce interfering behaviours by simultaneously teaching
perspective-taking skills.
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Objectives
Family quality of life (FQOL) is an umbrella construct that aims to capture the different
aspects of family life and the level of functioning within those areas. Since this is a relatively new area, not many published FQOL
measures currently exist, and much research is
needed to evaluate these measures. One published self-report measure of this construct
is the Family Quality of Life Survey-2006. A
recent examination of the FQOLS-2006 revealed
that significant predictors of an overall FQOL
rating were the mental health and marital satisfaction of the reporting individual. This finding suggests that this FQOL measure, although
aiming to capture a picture of the entire family,
may be greatly influenced by factors of the
respondent. The purpose of the current study
is to explore other respondent factors that may
be contributing to an overall FQOL rating. It is
hypothesized that a number of respondent factors will play a significant role in the overall
FQOL rating.

Methods
GO4KIDDS is a Canadian team project exploring the health, well-being, and social inclusion of school aged children with severe
Developmental Disabilitiies (DD) and that of
their parents. The sample for this study includes
68 ethnically and socioeconomically diverse
caregivers of children aged 5 to 19 with a diagnosis of DD. Most of the children have addi-

tional diagnoses, including autism spectrum
disorder, Down syndrome, and cerebral palsy.
These parents were individually interviewed
using the FQOLS-2006, which is made up of
nine domains: Health of the Family, Financial
Well-Being, Family Relationships, Support from
Other People, Support from Services, Influence
of Values, Careers, Leisure and Recreation, and
Community Interaction. Each domain gathers
qualitative as well as quantitative information.

Results
The data for this study has been collected and
analysis is currently underway. A hierarchical regression will be conducted and relevant
descriptive information will be reported. The
outcome variable in the regression will be the
overall FQOL rating, comprised of attainment
of, and satisfaction with, overall FQOL. The
predictor variables that will be included are the
family member most involved in the everyday
life of the family and the child with DD, mental health of the respondent, and whether the
respondent has given up their career or education to care for the child with DD.

Conclusions
The results of this study will contribute to the
FQOL literature evaluating what this construct
is really measuring. It is important to establish if
FQOL measures are truly capturing a picture of
the entire family rather than just one individual.
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